
Risk Parameters for Utilitarian Desires(extended abstract)Leendert van der TorreDept of AI, Vrije Universiteitde Boelelaan 1081a, 1081 HV AmsterdamThe Netherlandstorre@cs.vu.nl Emil WeydertMax Planck Institute for Computer ScienceIm Stadtwald, D-66123 Saarbr�uckenGermanyweydert@mpi-sb.mpg.deAbstractIn qualitative decision-theoretic planning de-sires { qualitative abstractions of utility func-tions { are combined with defaults { qualita-tive abstractions of probability distributions {to calculate the expected utilities of actions.In this paper we consider Lang's frameworkof qualitative decision theory, in which utilityfunctions are constructed from desires. Unfor-tunately there is no consensus about the desiredlogical properties of desires, in contrast to thecase for defaults. To do justice to the wide va-riety of desires we de�ne parameterized desiresin an extension of Lang's framework. Thereare three parameters. The strength parameterencodes the importance of the desire, the lift-ing parameter encodes how to determine theutility of a set from the utilities of its elements,and the polarity parameter encodes the relationbetween gain of utility for rewards and loss ofutility for violations. The parameters inuencehow desires interact, and they thus increase thecontrol on the construction process of utilityfunctions from desires.1 IntroductionClassical decision theory [Luce and Rai�a, 1957; Jef-frey, 1983; Keeney and Rai�a, 1976] has been developedto describe and prescribe rational human decision mak-ing. However, due to so-called `human irrationality', thedescription task is complicated so that its use may berestricted to decision making by arti�cial agents. Forexample, in decision-theoretic planning a robot receivesour requirements or imperatives, tries to �gure out theset of admissible utility functions and probability dis-tributions, calculates the expected utilities and acts ac-cordingly. However, a new problem arises for this ap-plication domain of decision theory. In planning it isassumed that we cannot completely impose our prefer-ences and beliefs, because either we do not know themor it is computationally too expensive to elicitate andcommunicate them. These requirements are therefore aswell heuristic approximations [Doyle and Wellman, 1991]

as ways to compactly communicate our preferences andbeliefs [Haddawy and Hanks, 1992] that only refer toqualitative abstractions of utility functions and probabil-ity distributions (the latter are sometimes called plausi-bilities). In qualitative decision theory these qualitativecounterparts of preferences and beliefs are called desiresand defaults. We summarize the terminology used inthis paper in Table 1 below.utilities probabilitiesquantitative qualitative quantitative qualitativepreference desire belief defaultTable 1: Requirements in decision-theoretic planningIn this paper we propose a logic of utilitarian desiresthat builds on previous work of Boutilier [1994] and Lang[1996]. This logic is concerned with two problematicissues.� First, as observed and discussed by Lang, the logicshould not only characterize deductive relations be-tween the desires { the logic of norms, imperativesand obligations called deontic logic for example alsodoes so { but it should also determine the decisionmaking process of the agent. As a consequence,Lang is more interested in the admissible utilityfunctions than in the derivable desires. In otherwords, the semantics is more important than thesyntactic or proof-theoretic counterpart.� Secondly, not discussed or dealt with by eitherBoutilier or Lang, there are multiple intuitionsabout the logical properties of preferences and de-sires [Mullen, 1979; Pearl, 1993; Bacchus and Grove,1996]. In other words, which desires can be derivedintuitively sometimes depends on the meaning ofthe propositions. This multitude of intuitions hin-ders the e�ective use of desire speci�cations in aqualitative decision theory.We give the robot's owner a tool to guide the robot'sconstruction process of the intended utility functions byintroducing several parameters.The strength parameter encodes the importance ofthe desire,



The lifting parameter determines how to constructthe utility of a set from the utilities of its elements,The polarity parameter encodes the proportion be-tween gain of utility for rewards and loss of utilityfor violation.Decision theory explains the di�erent intuitions aboututilitarian desires and justi�es our parameters. Rationalagents base their decisions on the expected utility of theiractions, i.e. they multiply the utility of the outcomes ofpossible actions by their probability and then choose theaction that maximizes this expected utility. The intu-itions di�er due to the fact that utilities encode values aswell as the agent's attitude towards risk, whereas proba-bilities only encode frequencies. They act as if they havean utility function, but they are not assumed to be awareof their compact values+risk representation. In classicaldecision theory, this unawareness is reected by the con-trived status of utility functions. To get some feelingfor the di�erent status of probabilities and utilities, con-sider the following two heuristics for requirements basedon expected utilities. The �rst heuristic only consid-ers the most likely states in the expected utility calcula-tions, and the second heuristic only considers the mostpreferred states. The two heuristics are in an obviousway symmetric, but they have completely di�erent con-sequences. The �rst heuristic cannot explain that peopleinsure themselves for unlikely but grave events, see e.g.[Tan and Pearl, 1994a], and the second heuristic has thedisadvantage that if the most preferred states are veryunlikely, such as winning a lottery, then the requirementdoes not have an impact on the expected utilities andtherefore not on the decisions.With the parameters the risk component of each de-sire can be �t to the preference it encodes { we thereforecall them risk parameters. The risk parameterizationwe propose for desires is not appropriate for defaults,though Boutilier's and Lang's logics are analogous to for-malisms proposed for defaults, as we show in detail forLang's framework and Weydert's framework for defaults.(They have as such been criticized by for example [Tanand Pearl, 1994b; Bacchus and Grove, 1996]). Our ex-tension of the logic of utilitarian desires thus highlights adistinction between utilitarian desires and probabilisticdefaults not found in the original proposals; we call itbipolarity.2 The logic: explicit strengthsIn this section we introduce the �rst parameter, thatrepresents the strength s of the desire. Weydert hasintroduced explicit strength parameters in j=�1 or inj=>0 satisfaction, based on the following truth conditionsfor parameterized conditionals, where u is a real-valuedfunction on worlds.u j= D�s(ajb) if maxwj=a^b u(w) � s+maxwj=:a^b u(w)u j= D>s(ajb) if maxwj=a^b u(w) > s+maxwj=:a^b u(w)There are no intuitive arguments supporting either one

or the other because the two constraints are nearly iden-tical. We have u j= D>s(a j b) if there is some smallnumber � such that u j= D�s+�(a j b). From the per-spective of intuition, it is an arbitrary choice. However,there are technical distinctions. First, as we alreadyremarked, j=>0 determines a rational inference relationwhereas j=�1 does not. Moreover, several constructionsWeydert has investigated are easier de�ned in an exten-sion of j=�1 satisfaction than in an extension of j=>0satisfaction. We therefore choose the former, abbreviat-ing D�s(ajb) by Ds(ajb). The results of this paper carryover to the other case.2.1 The logic: the lifting problemConsider the nonempty set of worlds that satisfy theproposition p and an utility function u that assigns util-ity to each of these worlds. What can we say about theutility of the set of worlds, i.e. the utility of p? Thishas been called the lifting problem (see e.g. [Thomasonand Horty, 1996]), because the problem is how to lift aproperty of worlds to a property of sets of worlds.Without knowing the probability of the individualworlds, the obvious choice is to consider the maximalor minimal utility of its elements. Let us call these op-erators uM (p) and um(p), or Mu(p) and mu(p). Mu(p)and mu(p) are the poles of the set of utility values of thep worlds, in the sense that for each world w that satis�esp we have thatMu(p) � u(w) � mu(p). If we know thatwe are in a p state, then assuming Mu(p) is optimistic(the best case arises) and assuming mu(p) is pessimistic(the worst case arises).Mu(p) = maxwj=p u(w)mu(p) = minwj=p u(w)Mu(p) andmu(p) can be used to de�ne di�erent typesof constraints for desires (with strength s). The twopoles can be compared in the following four ways, as-suming there are a1 and a2 worlds.u j= a1 �mM :s a2, mu(a1) � s+Mu(a2), minwj=a^b u(w) � s+maxwj=:a^b u(w)u j= a1 �MM :s a2,Mu(a1) � s+Mu(a2), maxwj=a^b u(w) � s+maxwj=:a^b u(w)u j= a1 �mm:s a2, mu(a1) � s+mu(a2), minwj=a^b u(w) � s+minwj=:a^b u(w)u j= a1 �Mm:s a2,Mu(a1) � s+mu(a2), maxwj=a^b u(w) � s+minwj=:a^b u(w)In De�nition 1 below a desireD(ajb) is de�ned as usualby a^ b � :a^ b. If either a^ b or :a^ b is inconsistent,i.e. if there are no worlds satisfying it, then we assumethat the desire is vacuously true.



De�nition 1 (Logic of parametrized desires) A(parametrized) desire is de�ned by a pair of propositionalformulas a and b together with a real s > 0 for strengthand an index l 2 fmM;MM;mm;Mmg for lifting,and is denoted Dl:s(a j b). A (parameterized) desirespeci�cation DS = fDl1:s1(a1 jb1); : : : ; Dln:sn(an jbn)g isa �nite set of parameterized desires. An utility functionu, a map from W to the reals IR, satis�es the desireDl:s(ajb), written as u j= Dl:s(ajb), if and only if thereare no a ^ b worlds, or there are no :a ^ b worlds, oraccording to the following truth conditions.u j= DmM :s(ajb), mu(a ^ b) � s+Mu(:a ^ b), minwj=a^b u(w) � s+maxwj=:a^b u(w)u j= DMM :s(ajb),Mu(a ^ b) � s+Mu(:a ^ b), maxwj=a^b u(w) � s+maxwj=:a^b u(w)u j= Dmm:s(ajb), mu(a ^ b) � s+mu(:a ^ b), minwj=a^b u(w) � s+minwj=:a^b u(w)u j= DMm:s(ajb),Mu(a ^ b) � s+mu(:a ^ b), maxwj=a^b u(w) � s+minwj=:a^b u(w)An utility function u satis�es the desire speci�cation DS,written as u j= DS, if and only if it satis�es each desirein DS.The four types of desires directly imply the propertieswritten below, in which we say that `world w1 is betterthan world w2' if we have u(w1) > u(w2).u j= DmM :s(ajb) each a ^ b world is better than allthe :a ^ b worlds,u j= DMM :s(ajb) the best b worlds are a worlds, orthere are no b worlds,u j= Dmm:s(ajb) the worst b worlds are :a worlds,or there are no b worlds,u j= DMm:s(ajb) there is an a ^ b world that isbetter than a :a ^ b world, orthere are no b worlds.The following proposition shows the relations betweenthe di�erent types of desires.Proposition 2 (Relations between param. desires)We have the following relations between the parameter-ized desires based on the di�erent values for the liftingparameter.� if u j= DmM :s(a j b) then u j= DMM :s(a j b),u j= Dmm:s(ajb) and u j= DMm:s(ajb), and� if u j= DmM :s(a j b), u j= DMM :s(a j b) oru j= Dmm:s(ajb) then u j= DMm:s(ajb),� u j= DMM :s(ajb) does not imply u j= Dmm:s(ajb) orvice versa.These relations are represented in Figure 1 below.

Proof Follows directly from the fact that all truth con-ditions are universally quanti�ed constraints on pairs ofworlds, together with the fact that Mu(a) � mu(a).
DmM :s(ajb) DMm:s(ajb)Dmm:s(ajb)

DMM :s(ajb) @@@R��������@@@RFigure 1: Relations between the four types of desiresConsider the additional assumption that the lifting pa-rameters of all desires of the desire speci�cation have thesame value. In that case the lifting parameter is not aproperty of the individual desires but may be seen asa way we reason about desires. This is represented byindexing the satis�ability relation by the used lifting pa-rameter, e.g. j=mM , instead of the individual desires. Inthe following de�nition we say for the four lifting valuesl that DS is a l-conict set if DS is inconsistent withrespect to j=l.De�nition 3 (Conicts) A desire speci�cation DS(with only strength parameters) is an l-conict set ifthere is no u with u j= Dl:s(ajb) for each Ds(ajb) 2 DS.DS is called conict-free if it is not an mM-conict set.We end this section with a brief discussion and illus-tration of the new types of desires. First, the desireDmm:s(a jb) is the dual of DMM :s(a jb) and has similarproperties. As we already observed above, Dmm:s(a jb)reects a pessimistic view in the sense that it only con-siders the worst b states, whereas DMM :s(ajb) only con-siders the best b states.Second, the desire DmM :s(ajb) induces a constraint onutility functions that is in the present setting too strongto be of much use, because it is rare that each a ^ bworld is better than all :a^ b worlds. For example, twodesires `to be healthy' Ds1(h j >) and `to be wealthy'Ds2(wj>) are a mM -conict set. Utility functions can-not satisfy the strong constraints if there are w^:h and:w ^ h worlds, because the �rst constraint prefers the�rst world to the second one and the second constraintvice versa. Moreover, a speci�city set (there is a pref-erence of no surgery over surgery, but this is inverse ifsurgery improves one's long term health [Bacchus andGrove, 1996]) is an mM -conict set.There is a set of examples for which the strong desirescan be used, though. In other words, there are non-trivial conict-free sets of desires. An example is thetransitivity set discussed below, together with two otherconict free sets of desires. In this example we use the



fact that the set of worlds can be restricted in the obviousway to all worlds which satisfy a set of formulas calledthe background knowledge { see [Lang, 1996] for details.Example 4 (Transitivity) Consider the followingthree desire speci�cations, together with the backgroundknowledge :(p^c), :(p^h), :(c^h) and > $ (p_c_h).This background knowledge encodes that the three vari-ables p, c and h are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.Hence, there are only p ^ :c ^ :h, :p ^ c ^ :h and:p ^ :c ^ h worlds in W . We also give the represen-tation based on � operators, because they are the mostreadible. CTD and ATD represent contrary-to-duty andaccording-to-duty examples extensively discussed in thelogic of obligations, see e.g. [van der Torre and Tan,1999].TRANS DmM :1(p j p _ c) p �mM :1 cDmM :1(c j c _ h) c �mM :1 hCTD DmM :1(p j p _ c _ h) p �mM :1 c _ hDmM :1(c j c _ h) c �mM :1 hATD DmM :1(p j p _ c) p �mM :1 cDmM :1(p _ c j p _ c _ h) p _ c �mM :1 hThe three sets of constraints are equivalent. For allworlds w1; w2; w3 such that w1 j= p, w2 j= c and w3 j= hwe have that u(w1) � 1 + u(w2) � 2 + u(w3).Finally, we consider the weakest desire DMm:s(ajb). Itseems to be too weak to be of any use, because there isnearly always an a^b world that is better than some :a^b world. However, some examples suggest that the threeother constraints are too strong. One example is themarriage of Sue example of Bacchus and Grove [Bacchusand Grove, 1996].Example 5 (Marriage) Consider the desire speci�ca-tion DS that consists of the following three desires.D1(jj>) Sue prefers to be married to JohnD1(f j>) Sue prefers to be married to FredD1(:(j ^ f)j>) Sue prefers to be married to neitherDS is an mM-, MM- and mm-conict set. For exam-ple, the desire speci�cationfDMM :1(jj>); DMM :1(f j>); DMM :1(:(j ^ f)j>)gis inconsistent, because there is not a single world thatsatis�es the materializations of all three desires (j, f and:(j ^ f)). In other words, each world violates at leastone desire (:j, :f or j ^ f). However, DS is not anMm-conict set. An example of an utility function thatsatis�es the three desires DMm:1(jj>), DMm:1(f j>) andDMm:1(:(j ^ f)j>) isu(w) = 0 if w j= j $ :f�1 if w j= j $ fWe have u j= DMm:1(j j>) because j ^ :f worlds arebetter than :j ^ :f worlds, we have u j= DMm:1(f j>)because :j ^ f worlds are better than :j ^ :f worlds,

and we have u j= DMm:1(:(j ^ f) j>) because j $ :fworlds are better than j ^ f worlds.A second example that is only consistent with theweakest constraint is the following desire speci�cation.Example 6 (Fence and dog) Consider the desirespeci�cation DS that consists of the following threedesires.D1(:f j>) preference for no fenceD1(f j d) preference for fence if there is a dogD1(dj>) preference for a dogDS is an mM-, MM- and mm-conict set, but itis not an Mm-conict set. An example of an utilityfunction that satis�es the three desires DMm:1(:f j>),DMm:1(f jd) and DMm:1(dj>) isu(w) = 0 if w j= f $ d�1 if w j= f $ :dWe have u j= DMm:1(:f j>) because :f ^ :d worldsare better than f ^ :d worlds, we have u j= DMm:1(f jd)because f ^ d worlds are better than :f ^ d worlds, andwe have u j= DMm:1(dj>) because f ^d worlds are betterthan f ^ :d worlds.Summarizing, there are desire speci�cations which canbe analyzed with the strongest desires, and there are de-sire speci�cations which can only be analyzed with theweakest desires. However, most examples can more nat-urally be formalized with DMM , i.e. with the semanticsused in Boutilier's, Lang's and Weydert's frameworks.This will therefore be our standard representation.2.2 The nonmonotonic constructionIn this section we introduce our third parameter. We callit the polarity parameter p and we express desires withpolarity by Dpl:s(ajb). It is used in the local utility func-tions, i.e. in the construction of the distinguished utilityfunctions. Consider a local utility function that not onlyconsiders loss of utility for violations, as in Lang's con-struction, but also gain of utility for rewards. That is,the real valued function u is a local utility function ofDl:s(a j b) - uajb in Lang's notation - if there exists an� � 0 (its utility loss) and a � � 0 (its utility gain) with�+ � � s such thatu(w) = � if w j= a ^ b0 if w j= :b�� if w j= :a ^ bFor representational convenience we represent thisutility function below by u = u�a^b + u��:a^b. The tworeals � and �� are the two poles of this local utilityfunction, in the sense that for all worlds w we have that� � u(w) � ��. The polarity parameter is de�nedby p = ��+� , and thus restricts the relative values of �and �. Obviously we have 0 � p � 1. For example,



mixed gain-loss desires with polarity 0:5 have their setof local utility functions u de�ned for � � 0:5 � s withu = u�a^b + u��:a^b, i.e.u(w) = � if w j= a ^ b0 if w j= :b�� if w j= :a ^ bIf the polarity of a desire is 0 then we call the desire again desire, because its utility loss � is zero. Likewise, ifits polarity is 1 then we call it a loss desire, because itsutility gain � is zero.The philosophy of Lang's framework is to de�ne theutility functions of a set of desires as a function of theutility functions of elements of this set; the latter arecalled their local utility functions. The same philos-ophy underlies multi-attribute utility theory with theuse of additive independence [Keeney and Rai�a, 1976;Wellman and Doyle, 1992; Bacchus and Grove, 1996].There are several di�erent ways to represent this idea ofde�ning the utility functions of a set of desires as a func-tion from the utility functions of its elements. In thispaper we follow a standard model preference semantics,similar to the one adopted by Weydert. Our reformula-tion of Lang's framework in standard model preferencesemantics has some advantages. Most importantly, inhis de�nition it is unclear that there is a set of local util-ity functions associated with each desire, and that forthe construction of the global utility function we haveto choose elements from these sets. The representationin De�nition 7 below also facilitates Proposition 8 after-wards. A second minor advantage is that logical notionssuch as inference relations are de�ned in the standardway.Local and distinguished utility functions are de�nedin two steps. First the set of constructible utility func-tions is de�ned, represented by CONS(DS), and there-after the distinguished utility functions, represented byUJ to refer to Je�rey conditionalization. Due to this twostep de�nition the distinguished utility functions are notsimple additions of local utility functions. Instead, inProposition 8 we show that they are weighted additionsof local functions. Moreover, due to this two-step de�ni-tion the desires can be redundant, because a desire doesnot add anything to the distinguished utility functionwhen its constructible utility function ranks all worlds0.De�nition 7 (Nonmonotonic extension) A (pa-rameterized) desire is de�ned by a pair of propositionalformulas a and b together with the real 0 � p � 1for polarity, l 2 fmM;MM;mm;Mmg for lifting,and the real s > 0 for strength, and is denotedDpl:s(a j b). A (parameterized) desire speci�cationDS = fDp1l1:s1(a1 jb1); : : : ; Dpnln:sn(an jbn)g is a �nite setof parameterized desires. The set of utility functions ofDS, denoted by U(DS), is the set of its models as givenin De�nition 1.

U(DS) =fu j u j= Dl1:s1(a1jb1); : : : ; u j= Dln:sn(anjbn)gThe preferred or distinguished utility functions of a singledesire, also called its local utility functions, are de�nedin two steps as follows. Let u�a be the utility functionsuch that u(w) = � if w j= a, u(w) = 0 otherwise.CONS(Dpl:s(ajb)) =ffu�a^b + u��:a^b j ��+ � = p and �; � � 0gUJ(Dpl:s(ajb)) =U(fDpl:s(ajb)g) \ CONS(Dpl:s(ajb)) =fu�a^b + u��:a^b j ��+ � = p; �; � � 0; �+ � � sgThe preferred or distinguished utility functions of a de-sire speci�cation DS are constructed as follows.CONS(DS) =8<:u = u1 + : : :+ un ????? u1 2 CONS(Dp1l1:s1(a1jb1));: : : ;un 2 CONS(Dpnln:sn(anjbn)) 9=;UJ (DS) = U(DS) \ CONS(DS)The following proposition illustrates the formal con-struction by considering equivalent weighted additions,and it shows how to construct distinguished utility func-tions from single local utility functions instead of sets ofthem.Proposition 8 (Weighted additions) The con-structible utility functions ofDS = fDp1l1:s1(a1jb1); : : : ; Dpnln:sn(anjbn)gare weighted additions of local utility functions.CONS(DS) =8><>:u = k1 � u1 + : : :+ kn � un ????? u1 2 UJ(Dp1l1:s1(a1jb1));: : : ;un 2 UJ (Dpnln:sn(anjbn));k1 � 0; : : : ; kn � 0 9>=>;The constructible utility functions of DS areweighted additions of the minimal local utility functionsUmin(Dpl:s(ajb)) = us�(1�p)a^b + u�s�p:a^b .CONS(DS) =8><>:u = k1 � u1 + : : :+ kn � un ????? u1 = Umin(Dp1l1:s1(a1jb1)): : :un = Umin(Dpnln:sn(anjbn))k1 � 0; : : : ; kn � 0 9>=>;



Proof We �rst consider the �rst equivalence, and weprove that CONS1(DS) = CONS2(DS) where CONS1is the construction de�ned in De�nition 7 and CONS2is the �rst weighted addition de�ned above. That is, foreach utility function in one construction we show forwhich variables �, � and k this utility function is alsopart of the other construction.) For each desire, de�ne �, � and ki in CONS2 by� � s�+� , � � s�+� and �+�s for � and � in CONS1.The local utility functions used in CONS2 satisfy theconstraints, because �� s�+� + � � s�+� = s.( For each desire, de�ne � and � in CONS1 by ki��and ki � � for ki, � and � in CONS2.We now consider the second equivalence, and we provethat CONS2(DS) = CONS3(DS) where CONS2(DS)is again the �rst weighted addition de�ned above andCONS3 is the second one. This follows directly fromthe fact that the utility function we constructed in theprevious item is in fact the minimal one.) The (-part of the previous item shows how toconstruct an element of CONS1 from an element ofCONS3, and the )-part of the previous item shows howto construct an element of CONS3 from an element ofCONS1.( Trivial since Umin is an element of UJ .The following proposition shows that the existence ofdistinguished utility functions of a desire speci�cationdoes not follow from the existence of utility functions.Weydert has proven this for his defaults, i.e. for lossDMM desires. It is an open problem whether it canbe proven in a more general context, e.g. for all DMMdesires. This property is considered very desirable inreasoning about defaults (see [Kraus et al., 1990]), butit is not clear whether it plays a similar role in reasoningabout desires.Proposition 9 Let DS be a desire speci�cation.U(DS) 6= ; does not imply UJ(DS) 6= ;.Proof Two counterexamples are the desire speci�cationDS = fDMm(p); DMm(:p)g and the desire speci�cationDS = fDMM (p); Dmm(:p)g. Both have models but nopreferred models.3 ConclusionsIn this paper we have studied and extended the logic ofdesires in Lang's framework for qualitative decision the-ory. We introduced three parameters for the utilitariandesires that reect its strength and the risk attitude ofthe agent, because utilities represent besides values alsothe agent's risk attitude. The parameterized desires candeal with the class of intuitions about the logical proper-ties of desires by changing the parameter values for therequirements at hand. Despite the fact that the mech-anisms developed in reasoning about defaults could beused for desires, it seems very unlikely that our logic of
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